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When you least expect it, expect it. Bethany Anne has been notified there is a spaceship inside the system...but they can't find it. Is it
Kurtherian, someone else? The governments have to be told about aliens, which sparks a worldwide effort by Governments to find what TQB
has... Oh, and Eric wants to date Gabrielle but he wants her to know he can protect her if need be. But his idea on how? Well, let's just say it
might not be the best solution. Read We Have Contact Today!
Bethany Anne and those in the Etheric Empire have conquered the Aliens who would conquer Earth. However, there are a few that do not
appreciate the new rules. Dealing with insurrectionists down on the planet, or with a large military rebellion coming from another system,
Bethany Anne and team are ready and willing to give everyone a piece of their mind. Because there is one common attitude that runs in all of
those who fight for the Etheric Empire. They will NEVER SURRENDER.
The Bitch is back, and this time it's personal. More than a century has passed since Bethany Anne's Armada left the Federation to tackle the
Gödel and the Kurtherians head-on. In her absence, have certain parties within the Federation grown too big for their boots? The Federation
Council has become engorged with corrupt representatives from the corporate families who believe their wealth entitles them to subvert the
principles the Federation was founded upon. When Lance Reynolds' temper reaches boiling point, everyone should get the hell out of the
way...or risk getting burned. An overt attack on the Libraries brings the struggle to a head. Bethany Anne returns to the Federation alone and
in ass-kicking mode, determined to oust the families hellbent on taking over, but have the families become too powerful even for her? Can the
Queen Bitch catch a break? Or will she break her enemies first? Go up and click 'Buy Now' or 'Read for Free' and get prepared to find out
what happens to those who forget the reason Bethany Anne was called... The Queen Bitch.
The World Needs Protecting - Before they can build in space Bethany Anne's Group must GET into space. There is a 'false queen' attacking
vampires in Asia - Bethany Anne sends the Queen's Own to look into that. The moon base needs to be settled, can her technology team
make it happen? Do they have enough people? CAN they get the right people to help? John's cousin is now part of the team, will she make
it? There is a group looking to find her people and they are using Barb to do it. This is the first book in the second arc (books 08-14) for The
Kurtherian Gambit. The stakes are raised a lot higher! **Please note, as mentioned in another review, there is flagrantly foul language in this
novel. The main character does not have a problem with cussing, just uninspired cussing. If you haven't read the previous books, you will
need to go back to #1 (the book does not explain the characters and previous relationships / deeds). Series includes: Death Becomes Her The Kurtherian Gambit 01 Queen Bitch - The Kurtherian Gambit 02 Love Lost - The Kurtherian Gambit 03 Bite This - The Kurtherian Gambit
04 Never Forsaken - The Kurtherian Gambit 05 Under My Heel - The Kurtherian Gambit 06 Kneel or Die - The Kurtherian Gambit 07 We Will
Build - The Kurtherian Gambit 08 Frank Kurns - Tales from the Unknown World It's Hell To Choose - The Kurtherian Gambit 09 (May)
The Leath are fighting for their Gods, but Bethany Anne is fighting for freedom. Then, the Leath make a very fatal mistake. On another planet,
the Leath dishonor the Etheric Empire's warriors and Bethany Anne unleashes her new avatar and there will be hell to pay. For those that
believe Might Makes Right, Bethany Anne is about to explain how that can be so, so wrong. Read the latest Bethany Anne adventure that can
make you laugh out loud, shed a tear, and yell for the good guys as they fight evil in another galaxy. One ass-kicking at a time.
The World is caught off guard by the sudden advances in technology, some are not happy about that at all.Bethany Anne's group needs to
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move into production, who is she going to hire for that position?Old enemies take a stronger stance at revenge than before.Helping others is
a tall order, but TQB Rises to the Occasion!This is the second book in the second arc (books 08-14) for The Kurtherian Gambit. Now, the
World is on Notice!**Please note, as mentioned in another review, there is flagrantly foul language in this novel. The main character does not
have a problem with cussing, just uninspired cussing.If you haven't read the previous books, you will need to go back to #1 (the book does
not explain the characters and previous relationships / deeds).
READERS' FAVORITE ????? It has been nine months, seven days, and five hours since Sam Sanderson's parents left on an extended
operation abroad. Under the care of her loving grandfather, she can only be protected so much from upcoming changes. And this year, there
will be a lot of them. Moving to a new city, Sam's only thoughts are of surviving her transition from homeschool to grade school. But when a
mysterious visitor arrives, Sam is catapulted into a formidable and dangerous journey. After discovering the planet Kryg is dying, Sam is
charged with locating the Hopewell Star, which the Krygians believe will extend the life of their planet. By saving the Krygians and their
planet, Sam has the chance to free her own community from the grips of a tyrannical business mogul. Sam is determined to complete her
mission, but at what cost? From discovering the secret of the Hopewell Star to locating a lost civilization, this book has it all: exhilarating
adventures, mystery and intrigue, and fascinating characters-you won't be able to put it down! Praise for Journey to the Hopewell Star: "[A]
spellbinding story that is impossible to put down." - Readers' Favorite "Young adult author Hannah D. State effortlessly blends science fiction
and fantasy in Journey to the Hopewell Star, an engaging story featuring an alien culture and a destructive megacorporation that is as
enjoyable as it is timely." - IndieReader (starred review) "Wonderfully imaginative!" - Cary Caffrey, author of The Girls From Alcyone "A
wonderfully engaging fantasy adventure for YA. Cleverly plotted and totally unique, I'd highly recommend it." - A 'Whishing Shelf' Book
Review "Five stars for a fine debut novel!" - The Miramichi Reader
It's been three years Bethany Anne and her team have been building, trying their best to stay off the radar and not fight with those they are
trying to save. The emotions have boiled to the surface. The is a line drawn in the sand, and some idiots just have to step across it. Those
that thought the cat didn't have claws are about to find out how very, very wrong they are. **Please note, as mentioned in a review, there is
flagrantly foul language in these novels. The main character does not have a problem with cussing, just uninspired cussing. Series includes:
Death Becomes Her - The Kurtherian Gambit 01 Queen Bitch - The Kurtherian Gambit 02 Love Lost - The Kurtherian Gambit 03 Bite This The Kurtherian Gambit 04 Never Forsaken - The Kurtherian Gambit 05 Under My Heel - The Kurtherian Gambit 06 Kneel or Die - The
Kurtherian Gambit 07 We Will Build - The Kurtherian Gambit 08 It's Hell To Choose - The Kurtherian Gambit 09 Release The Dogs of War The Kurtherian Gambit 10 Sued For Peace - The Kurtherian Gambit 11 We Have Contact - The Kurtherian Gambit 12 My Ride is a Bitch The Kurtherian Gambit 13 Don't Cross This Line - The Kurtherian Gambit 14 Never Submit - The Kurtherian Gambit 15 (Jan/Feb 2017) The
Dark Messiah (The Second Dark Ages) Book 01 - Michael's Return (12.25.2016) Short Stories Tied in to the Main Series include: You Don't
Mess with John's Cousin - Frank Kurns Stories of the UnknownWorld 01 Bitch's Night Out - Frank Kurns Stories of the UnknownWorld 02

"They call us Arbiters. We arbitrate conflict to keep the peace." In 2853, humanity has established a presence across the
solar system. Linked by a network of FTL gateways called Boson Apertures, travel between the 7 colonized worlds and
thousands of space colonies takes only hours. The Sol Federation is the final authority, and the Arbiters travel the system
to maintain order. Arbiters Gabriel Anderson and Tycho Barrett have just been sent to intervene in a growing crisis on
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Venus. Information is limited, but they know two things: Tower 7 has gone completely dark, and security androids are
killing civilians.No one knows what has become of the tower's 520,000 residents or who is responsible for the mysterious
assault, but the priority of the mission is clear. Tycho and Gabriel must breach the tower, investigate the missing civilians,
and locate the one responsible... all while trying to stay alive. Witness the beginning of an expansive scifi epic in this first
entry to the Sol Arbiter series. If you're a fan of Altered Carbon, Dredd, or Blade Runner, you'll love this cyberpunk thrill
ride.
Baba Yaga has taken over and no one knows if Bethany Anne will ever come back. Beaten on the crucible, Bethany
Anne decided she will bring justice to the Kurtherian's that tortured the Leath and her people, personally. The problem?
She releases Baba Yaga who has now taken control. Even ADAM and TOM aren't sure they can help their friend. While
Baba Yaga is tracking down the Seven Kurtherians, her friends and family are desperately trying to find her. During this
time, General Lance Reyolds must start negotiations with other star nations who wish to create an Etheric Federation.
The problem? How can you complete an Etheric Federation Treaty, if you can't find the Empress?
A gateway to the stars. A colonization mission gone wrong. New powers found in dark corners of space. The Marines
hold the fate of our universe in their hands. It was supposed to be a peaceful exploration, Earth’s first step in expanding
to the stars. But, no plan survives first contact. Thrown into a battle for survival against the deadliest threats imaginable,
the Marines must contend with ice and desert planets with mysterious creatures, along with a history of turmoil that
threatens to spill over to Earth if not checked. Meanwhile, a genetically-engineered threat rises on Earth—one that holds
the secret to this intergalactic war. Will our heroes in space survive long enough to make a difference? Can Earth's
forces solve the mystery and put the pieces together in time? They damn well better hurry, or an ancient, long-forgotten
enemy will gain an unassailable foothold in their control of the universe and all within. The first book in the Ascension
Gate series. Fans of Stargate, Pern, Avengers, and Mass Effect will fall for these heroes in space.
Never SubmitThe Kurtherian GambitCreatespace Independent Publishing Platform
One Last Hail Mary attack by those on Earth goes awry when the Queen herself shows up with John Grimes along for
the ride. Five puppies have plans that surprise everyone. The Queen has a problem, and her closest friends travel to
Earth to find her a solution. It's time for an audience with the King of Yoll, and he isn't going to like the outcome. Not one
bit. He has a secret he has been hiding, and those sneaky Aliens in space find out what it is, and turn it against him. It's
time to release the Queen Bitch for her final clean-up of Kurtherians - This area of the Galaxy will never be the same,
again. So grab your favorite drink, recline in your favorite chair or bed or couch, and relax for just a moment or two,
because... Bethany Anne is BACK!
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A poetic translation of the classic Arthurian story is an edition in alliterative language and rhyme of the epic confrontation
between a young Round Table hero and a green-clad stranger who compels him to meet his destiny at the Green
Chapel. Reprint. 20,000 first printing.
The Sign of the Cross... In the darkest parts of Russia.Boris is following the trail to locate the last of the NVG's secret
bases. As they look, they run across an old legend, one which speaks to the Archangel Michael defeating a beast...Could
that have actually have been Michael, the Patriarch of Vampires?And if it was, what beast had he condemned to the
caves near Archangelsk, Russia?This time, Boris is going after more than just the NVG - he is searching for the answer
to his own past.NOW - REVELATIONS WILL OCCUR!** As noted in other series set in the Kurtherian Universe, there IS
cursing in this book, occasionally, it's funny, too. **Kurtherian Gambit Series Titles Include: First ArcDeath Becomes Her
(01) - Queen Bitch (02) - Love Lost (03) - Bite This (04)Never Forsaken (05) - Under My Heel (06) Kneel Or Die
(07)Second ArcWe Will Build (08) - It's Hell To Choose (09) - Release The Dogs of War (10)Sued For Peace (11) - We
Have Contact (12) - My Ride is a Bitch (13)Don't Cross This Line (14)Third Arc (Due 2017)Never Submit (Jan) (15) Never Surrender (16) - Forever Defend (17)Might Makes Right (18) - Ahead Full (19) - Capture Death (20)Life Goes On
(21)**New Series**The Second Dark AgesThe Dark Messiah (01)The Darkest Night (02) Mar 2017Darkest Before The
Dawn (03) July 2017Light Is Breaking (04) Nov 2017The Boris Chronicles* With Paul C. Middleton
*EvacuationRetaliationRevelation Dec 2016Restitution 2017Reclaiming Honor * With JUSTIN SLOAN *Justice Is Calling
(01)Claimed By Honor (02) Jan 2017The Etheric Academy* With TS PAUL *ALPHA CLASS (01) Dec 2016/Jan
2017ALPHA CLASS (02) Feb/Mar 2017ALPHA CLASS (03) May/June 2017Terry Henry "TH" Walton Chronicles * With
Craig Martelle *Book 1 - Nomad Found (Out)Book 2 - Nomad Redeemed (Jan 2017)Book 3 - Nomad Unleashed
(2017)Book 4 - Nomad Supreme(2017)SHORT STORIESFrank Kurns Stories of the Unknownworld 01 (7.5)You Don't
Mess with John's Cousin Frank Kurns Stories of the Unknownworld 02 (9.5)Bitch's Night OutFrank Kurns Stories of the
Unknownworld 03 (13.25)* With Natalie Grey *BELLATRIXAnthologiesGlimpseHonor in Death(Michael's First Few
Days)Beyond the Stars: At Galaxy's EdgeTabitha's Vacation
Greed and Fear, two emotions that rule both individuals...and Countries. Now, China has decided that they will do
whatever it takes to acquire TQB technology. There was a glaring flaw in their plan. When they kill an unborn little baby in
a raid, the Queen Bitch is Released. Now, China has two options...Kill Bethany Anne, or Sue For Peace.
A “very enjoyable” novel of first alien contact from the Hugo Award–winning author of Stand on Zanzibar (Frederick Pohl). While two very
different men—Counce, who has strange powers and a formidable intellect, and Bassett, a master of money, finance, and business—are
locked in a battle for supremacy over the inhabited worlds of the galaxy, an unknown threat to their power lurks in the shadows: secretive
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aliens who have a takeover plan of their own. John Brunner delivers fast action as a galaxy-size drama and cosmic surprises unfold one after
another, leading to a heart-pounding climax. For each generation, there is a writer meant to bend the rules of what we know. Hugo Award
winner (Best Novel, Stand on Zanzibar) and British science fiction master John Brunner remains one of the most influential and respected
authors of all time, and now many of his classic works are being reintroduced. For readers familiar with his vision, it is a chance to reexamine
his thoughtful worlds and words, while for new readers, Brunner’s work proves itself the very definition of timeless.
They say that behind every great man is a great woman...but what if that woman is a Werewolf? THIS IS A MONSTER BOOK - We have
taken pains to price the book low. (Craig is crying in the corner, don't mention I reduced it to what you see). The readers LOVE the Nomad!
"This series is one of the best I've ever read." "This is the series that keeps on going with great writing and wonderful characters." "I
absolutely love this series, and hate the wait at the same time between books." The Forsaken have gone into hiding, and Terry sends the
Force de Guerre's tactical teams on missions around the globe to root the evil ones out. When Ted can no longer keep the pod flying, things
heat up quickly in a race to corner and finish Mister Smith. Nomad's Force starts nearly one-hundred years before Michael's return to earth
and the events that happen in Justice Is Calling. What does the mundane look like when gearing up for war? This snippet is a taste of that.
How can TH keep the blade sharp when no enemy stands before him? What will his kids do? Always his children, but not children. The FDG
finds out how small they really are when they have to search the world for their enemy. And the New Schwabenland pod is getting old and
doesn't charge like it used to. Is Terry's dominance waning?
What would you do if you found a spaceship? Would you call the government, would you pretend you never saw it, or would you keep it a
secret? What would you do with it? Use it to gallivant around the galaxy, conquer Earth, get filthy rich, or try to improve life on Earth? Read
along and find out how Marc tries to convert Earth into a spacefaring world capable of defending itself and of being united as it meets the
other civilizations in the galaxy.Marc and his crew need to accomplish all this without tipping off the U.S. Government and before the
Paraxeans come looking for their spaceship. But they have help, the ship's AI is on their side and she's smart. Starship Sakira is the first book
in the exciting new adventure series Delphi in Space.
Stephen walked into the office which Barnabas was using as his judge's chamber. While the massive amount of data Bethany Anne's team
was throwing at him was more than enough to assuage his curiosity, he had never felt this way in the last one hundred and fifty-two years. He
wanted a vacation. He pulled the top manila-folder and took a look at the name, "Clarissa Bernier, CEO." He opened the folder, and it was
now in the agreed upon fashion. There was one page with her typical information of name, age, location, and a two paragraph background
and the requested punishment. It was a type of joke now between Barnabas and Bethany Anne. No matter the requested punishment, she
would strike it out and write "DEATH" and put a happy face on, with fangs. It let him know that she was not letting up on her desire to make a
lot of people pay for Michael's death. The team had already executed six individuals across the world in the last three months. Sean Truitt
was just the first one. Stephen interrupted him, "You look tired," he spoke as he took a seat in one of the two blue chairs facing Barnabas's
desk. Barnabas leaned back, keeping the folder open, "Is she serious?" He pointed to the document, "Even ADAM, using our agreed
punishment matrix is calling for this lady to be punished financially." He closed the folder, "She walks the line towards Michael all the time,
brother..." To be continued ...
Whether they are ready or not, the people are about to find out what the Queen's promise is worth. When Bethany Anne stepped down as
Empress, she swore to return if the Federation was ever in danger from outside evil. That time has come. Bethany Anne's refusal to be
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restricted by the impossible has made her plan to protect the Federation a reality, and the return of the Superdreadnought Reynolds brings a
long-awaited reunion and an opportunity. Pulling together old friends and family members from all over the Federation and...beyond, Bethany
Anne is ready to leave the Interdiction to build a military whose numbers can rival the Ookens. But is her plan impossible enough to succeed?
It's out there, it's ALWAYS been out there - just no one believed it. Governments, Black Ops, Rich Businessmen...All want alien tech and
some are going to great lengths, illegal lengths, to procure it. Someone went so far as to endanger a young girls family. A young girl who
wrote a letter to the Queen Bitch. Now, those that are searching for the technology will have to deal with TQB. If there is one thing that will get
Bethany Anne's attention... It's mistreating the defenseless. Bethany Anne tries to stay out of the world's business, but they just keep doing
stupid stuff... Sucks to be them.
An alien race attacked her people... they wanted her world. Now, payback is coming after them. And she's a bitch in every sense of the word.
** AMAZON Top 100 Best Selling Author ** Bethany Anne Nacht was changed on Earth almost two hundred years in the past. The
Kurtherians engage in the cosmic great game, where whole worlds are torn asunder in their efforts to prove their own supremacy. For
hundreds of millennia, the Kurtherians at the top have reigned unfettered as they destroyed countless civilizations time and time again. Now,
a new group is entering the game. Bethany Anne and her people are playing against extreme odds, but when has that EVER stopped the
Queen Bitch? It's time to fight for the future of the Universe... ARE YOU READY? --- NOTE: This book contains cursing. Perhaps humorous
cursing, but cursing nevertheless. If this offends you, I don't suggest reading this book.
THE EXPLOSIVE SECOND COLLECTION IN THE NEXT GREAT DETECTIVE SERIES. ????? "A worthy successor to Robert Parker and
his Spenser books." Book Four - Aces Full Mack is back, alongside trusty cohort Manny the marshal and dubious associate Marcus the
underworld boss. Grady Huff, a wealthy and insufferable pain in the neck, killed his cleaning lady and confessed to the crime. No jury in the
world could find him innocent and no amount of money can convince Mackenzie August to work for his defense. That is, until Veronica
Summer's fiancé arrives in Roanoke and joins the prosecution... Darren Robbins has more on his mind than just convicting Grady--he's come
to collect Veronica. And he's come to settle things with Mackenzie, a reckoning that will certainly spill violence into the streets. ????? "Parker,
Spillane, Sue Grafton, Raymond Chandler...Alan Lee will soon be in their company." Book Five - Only the Details Mackenzie August is a
married man, a fact he's stunned to learn about himself. Matrimonial bliss will have to wait, however, as danger comes knocking. Arch
nemesis Darren Robbins submerges Mack into the dangerous underworld of the Camorra in Naples, Italy, as retribution for his many sins
against the District Kings. If he ever wants to get back to his son and new bride, Mack will have to fight his way out... ????? "I read these in
one sitting. Honestly I can't stop!" Book Six - Good Girl Mackenzie August returns from Italy, battered, bruised, and unbroken. Also married.
Mostly. A new client waits for him--Ulysses Steinbeck, a man who's lost his dog and wants it back. What makes this case so compelling for
Mackenzie? Two things. 1) Steinbeck has anterograde amnesia and can't remember owning the dog; in fact, he hates them. 2) The dog holds
the key to a fortune. ????? 'Jack Reacher with a wicked sense of humor.' Begin the series today!

What you thought you knew about Vampires and Werewolves is wrong...So Very, Very, Wrong. A thousand years of effort to keep
the UnknownWorld hidden is unraveling and the Patriarch is tired. He needs to find someone to take over.He finds Bethany
Anne.Unknown, untested and untried she sets out to accomplish the impossible while forging a new future. One that no one knew
was in danger.And she does it with an attitude that will make you stand up and cheer!They say a dress can make a women, but in
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this case, the dress is Death,and Death Becomes Her very well indeed.***An Amazon Best-Selling Series, The Kurtherian Gambit
has turned the relationship of author and fans upside down.Treat yourself to a fun, exciting and thrilling ride by starting The
Kurtherian Gambit series today and you will ask yourself the same question others have: When will I sleep?
Some forget why she was called the Queen Bitch. Not Anymore. Bethany Anne is going stir crazy after more than a decade of
having to be 'The Empress.' Now, her advisors have to deal with an Empress who is determined to be on the front line. The Ixtali's
come to the Etheric Empire, hat in hand. Nathan decides that the best way to handle soft intelligence, is to create a new company.
What they name the new company should give a clue what it is about. The Skaine are able to finally get Ranger Tabitha's group
right were their missiles can attack. The problem is, who is sucking whom into a trap? Strap back in, because Bethany Anne is
putting the Queen's crown back on.
Is the teenage vampire going to be a government science experiment? Or can she blow out the last days of senior year like any
other kid? Jim Trembo wants a real, live vampire to take back to his government agency in Washington. He needs a victory and
he's willing to do whatever it takes to bring Vicki in. Senior year can wait for a minute. More lives than just her own are at stake.
Can Vickie keep her powers in check long enough to lose him? Or will she need to bust them out and risk everything? It's the end
of the school year and things are wrapping up. Emptying lockers, an all-nighter, dates and a fight to the end. Typical senioritis
when you have fangs. Join in! Scroll back to the top and click Buy Now to read the exciting conclusion to The Last Vampire series!
Building a New Empire is supposed to be dangerous, but training the next generation of leaders? That's not supposed to be
dangerous, right? Follow us as we have the people in the Etheric Empire setting up a special academy to train the first set of teens
on a leadership track. They are supposed to learn about the different groups in the Etheric Empire and areas (including R&D,
Weapons, Operations and others). Unfortunately, some of the members of those teaching teams tapped to train the kids don't
realize how ... adventurous... the teens can be. Especially if the teachers are Team BMW. Travel with us as we are introduced to
Alpha Class, one of the teams in the new Etheric Academy as they merge human's and Wechselbalg (Were's) in a group of five
young adults as they learn to become the first cohesive group on their first assignment. With Team BMW as their teachers, nothing
could go wrong, right? ***A Kurtherian Gambit Adventure for Younger Readers.... Or those who are young at heart.***
The future just went upside down, when a nascent AI is added against Bethany Anne's wishes.Then, there is David and his issues
to take care of, permanently. Bethany Anne has had it with Terrorists. Not encumbered with law, she seeks only justice for those
who were killed in France.New members are added to the team as they continue their efforts to reach for the stars.---Read the
series one Amazon Reviewer says: "I have absolutely DEVOURED this series in a period of 36 hrs, and am considering knocking
on the authors door to ask him to hurry up with the rest of the series."
By the twenty-first century the world was drowning in its own population. A solution had to be found quickly - and it was, in 'gravipower'. Wonderful, unending source of power - only the scientists knew that its use was reducing the Earth's distance from the sun
at a dangerous rate. But if another planet's gravi-power could harnessed . . . An expedition was launched to Mars, known to be
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uninhabited - except that a woman was wandering around its surface who claimed she had come from another galaxy to warn
Earth of a terrible menace, and there was a huge poly-hedron of metal emanting a force very much like that of gravipower.
Someone else had discovered it! A thousand years ago, or now? Friend, or enemy? (First published 1965)
Life is beyond dangerous when you are caught up in the ongoing war between Bethany Anne's group and the Forsaken. Both
Vampires and Humans have been targeted, but if there is one thing that those who work with Bethany Anne learn, it is you are
NEVER FORSAKEN. Never Forsaken, The Kurtherian Gambit 05 follows the story after Bite This. If you haven't read the
preceding books YOU PRETTY MUCH HAVE TO. These are a series and many of the characters have been introduced in
preceding volumes. **Please note, as mentioned in another review, there is flagrantly foul language in this novel. The main
character does not have a problem with cussing, just uninspired cussing.
She missed the war, but she'll be damned if she loses her chance for revenge. Born an Arcadian, but raised as an exile among the
Druids, Arryn has trained hard her whole life to bring justice to the man who destroyed her life. The problem? Some girl from the
Boulevard beat her to it... With Adrien dead, and his ashes scattered to the wind, Arryn can finally return to the city she once called
home to learn the truth about her family. But powerful forces work in the shadows, carrying on Adrien's evil vision, and threatening
to draw Arcadia back into the darkness. Arryn might just get to fulfill that vow for vengeance after all... Set on the foundation laid by
the Kurtherian Gambit Series, The Arcadian Druid tells an entirely new story in the Age of Magic--and of the heroes and villains
who battle for control of its destiny.
A guide to the LEGO's Minifigures world showcases a diverse cast of characters inspired by history, mythology, sports, and pop culture, from
the Musketeers to the Minotaur, in a reference that invites readers to complete their collections.
The Ooken thought they upset a small but tough set of aliens. They had no idea the level of pain Bethany Anne was willing to bring. You don't
hurt Bethany Anne's people, because the gloves come off and get destroyed, never to be placed back on again. ** AMAZON Top 100 Best
Selling Author ** The children have had to grow up, and quickly. Will they handle the new responsibilities that come with their new bodies? Or
will the experiment fail? WAR IS COMING. WHO WILL BE THE VICTOR? Each side believes they know enough, but Bethany Anne gets a
stark reminder that the fog of war cuts both ways. While Bethany Anne attacks the enemy, they unexpectedly return the favor. The Queen
Bitch is back, and All's Fair in Blood and War. --- NOTE: This book contains cursing. Perhaps humorous cursing, but cursing, nevertheless. If
this offends you, I don't suggest reading this book. Terry56 - "I thought I would go into withdrawal before I could read another BA, Michael,
and family book! I read the 1st 21 Kurtherian Gambit books 6 times and will read them again! I loved the 1st Endgame book and now I have
fallen in love with this one! Please, oh, please hurry with the next one!"
Four Complete Stories in Frank Kurns Tales Of The Underworld. For Fans of the Kurtherian Gambit series You Don't Touch John's Cousin
Cheryl Lynn had been in trouble with her soon to be ex-husband Mark for nine months but now he had upped the harassment. The only
problem? Cheryl Lynn's cousin John was just informed and his boss is coming along for the ride. Bitch's Night Out This book takes place
DURING "Release The Dogs of War" The Kurtherian Gambit #10 John looked at all of his guys, "That would typically mean we go to a bar,
but I'm not sure how much that would affect us. While I fully intend to end up in a dive, I think there is only one way to get rid of the pent up
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aggression I'm feeling." "Well, considering how you're decked out," Eric said, "I think you believe we need to work out our aggression?" "What
I'm thinking," John said, "Is that the best way to get rid of aggression is to mess up some people who desperately need to be messed up. So,
I've had Frank help me locate a few places that need help. Now, we might not make it to all of them, but by the end of the night we will have
done some major good, and I'll start feeling a little Karmic balance restored. If you guys aren't full up, well, we will just have to schedule it
again." Bellatrix A young woman, a bad boyfriend, a small black female german shepherd puppy. One of these has got to go... The story of
Yelena, her relationship with Bellatrix and how they met the Bethany Anne while the two were trying to save her brother from a Wechselbalg.
And beer...Let's not forget the beer. For fans of The Kurtherian Gambit series and world. This is set between books 13 and 14 in The
Kurtherian Gambit and explains how Ashur's mate Bellatrix comes to be in the group. And why Bellatrix knows how to properly respond to
terrorists in outer space. (For those who LOVED that scene!) Challenges Tabitha has one night to challenge her past, and her belief in
herself. Normally, a person would fail. However, Tabitha has an ace in the hole. A female vampire with hundreds of years of life and wisdom
and she is willing to protect Tabitha and tell her the truth. Whether Tabitha wants it, or not. And whether the Vampire wants to hurt others is
not in question. It is what her Queen would expect. And Gabrielle will make it happen, like it or not. "We kind of thought you have covered that
with shoes..." Bethany Anne has a challenge for her team, it's just they don't know what it is, exactly. At first, the thought of a seedvault
doesn't excite the team much. But the Queen has demanded a less stressful, more enjoyable opportunity to accomplish a needed goal for her
people. Then, they add inefficiency into the project on purpose.
"When you awaken, you will have to find her yourself. Or she will find you." These were the words given to Rowan Summerwaite by the
Goddess as Rowan lay clinging to life. Broken—but not defeated—by the ancient Vampire Enyo. After weeks of mandatory down time, a
recharged and vengeance-fueled Rowan heads out from her father's Keep, leading a team of some of the most terrifying beings on earth with
one goal in mind—track and eliminate the Vampire who attacked her. But as the team moves across Europe and is hit with wave after wave of
attacks, the tensions between Clive Stewart—the haughty, stylish Scion of North America whom Rowan grew even closer to during her
recovery—and a rival Vampire ramp up. Befuddled, confused, flattered and annoyed, Rowan's the woman in the middle. She's not used to
being claimed in a way that's not about how strong her sword arm is or who raised her. Clive Stewart is everything she shouldn't want in a
man—he's bossy, he's a Vampire, and he considers her his—but she's past denying how it makes her feel that he fights for her the way he
does. She's past denying she's in love. In contrast to the uneven footing falling in love has given her, Rowan is utterly certain she will locate
her quarry. She's stronger and more powerful than she's ever been after the tests and bloody lessons of the last years. Her connection with
the Goddess is seamless and the light of her mission burns from within. And she'll need all the help she can get because it's not very long
before Rowan and her team realize the threat is far greater than one crazy old Vampire. There's a war brewing and Rowan will fight it to the
death. It's what she was born to do.
What is the difference between ignorance and stupidity? Ignorance can be solved if you live long enough. Zaena has been sent as an Elven
emissary to learn and build a relationship with humanity. She's only two hundred and fifty years old, so time should be on her side. Except
she gets involved in a brutal gang war in the first month of landing on the shores of the West Coast of the United States. San Francisco, to be
exact. Zaena quickly learns that her knowledge of humanity is closer to the twentieth than the present day twenty-first century. So much for
her teachers' study of humanity's television shows. She's got attitude, magic, and a sacred armor pendant. What she doesn't have is a clue.
She will survive her ignorance or die trying to build a bridge and save her people. Go up and click 'Read for Free' or 'Buy Now' and find out
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